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No, I’m not referring to the crazy live action G.I. Joe which for some
reason thought adding an overthehill Bruce Willis would somehow spice
up the movie (I mean did they watch the new Die Hard movies? He went
from the underdog everyone rooted for to the douchiest invincible cop on
the planet). Of course, then again, they also thought that adding Marlon
Wayans would somehow make G.I. Joe fans happy (yes, please add
more comedians to what’s supposed to be one of the most fearsome
military strike forces in all the world). But I digress.
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What I’m talking about is the old G.I. Joe cartoons from the 80’s, where
after every episode, a bunch a kids did something stupid and some
member of G.I. Joe walks out to patiently save them, teach them a lesson
about not being stupid and then says “Knowing is Half the Battle”. Yeah,
you know what I’m talking about. Like that one where the kids run out to
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play in a junkyard (really?) and one kid decides to hide in a junked
refrigerator and accidentally locks himself in. In my opinion, the G.I. Joe
team should have given that a pass and let Darwinism work itself out.
But regardless, the kid gets saved, is told that “Knowing is Half the
Battle” and undoubtedly finds a splintered board covered with rusty nails
to play with.
My point is that I learned something from G.I. Joe. First, don’t play with
stupid kids. And second, knowing sometimes is even more than half the
battle. For fantasy football, the more you know, the better you draft. And
the better you draft, the better you’ll do in your league and the more likely
you’ll be able trash talk your friends. In my opinion, more than in any
other fantasy sport, fantasy football relies on good drafting and making
smart decisions in the early rounds. Unlike some, I prefer consistency
over blowout potential. If you’re first round pick running back gives
you 2000 yards, but 80% of it comes in 6 games, you’re really not doing
yourself any favors. I’d rather have the guy that consistently puts
up 100 yards a game so I know how to plan for the rest of my team. So
to help you out, here’s an early look at who I think should be the first
three off the board.
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“All Day” really had an amazing year last year. He proved he was super
human coming back from ACL surgery early (and in turn making Derrick
Rose look like an absolute wimp). He tallied on the ground alone 2,097
yards and 12 touchdowns. Heck, he averaged 131.1 yards on the
ground per game last year, blowing away his highest yards per game
average (110) from 2008. And his yards per carry average skyrocketed
to rookie year levels at 6.0 yards per carry (for comparison, his previous
four years averaged about 4.6 yards per carry). All the fears that came
from his 2011 year seem incredibly silly now. What’s really amazing is his
touchdown scoring consistency. From his first year in 2007, he scored 12
rushing touchdowns in 4 seasons, 18 in one and 10 in one. Even his
2011 “down” year, when he only played 12 games, he garnered 12
touchdowns. I use to feel differently about AD, as I always thought of him
as the type of player who would put up 300 yards and 2 TDs one week,
and then 80 yards and a fumble the next. But he’s become much more
consistent, and with newly drafted wide
receiver Cordarrelle Patterson and the rise of tight end Kyle Rudolph, I
think we’ll see plenty more opportunities for AD to dominate opponents
on the ground.
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I know people are worried
about his injury (what coach
GaryKubiak called a “pretty
good calf strain” – I guess
that’s opposed to a pretty
bad one?). Though he
might be a little late for
training camp this year, at
least historically, he hasn’t
missed significant time during a regular season. He missed three games
in 2011 and still amassed 1,841 total yards. Yes, his receiving yards
were down last year (217 – nearly a third of what he got the two previous
years) with a career low 5.4 yards per reception, but he still had 1,424
yards on the ground (with a per carry average only slightly under his
career average – 4.1 vs. 4.5) and he netted 17 total touchdowns. So
even in a down year he averaged 102.5 total yards and just over 1
touchdown per game. And he gets almost every carry every week. I, for
one, think having Ben Tate behind him is a good thing. He’s getting 24.4
touches per game, which is plenty for him to do damage and keep fresh
for the entire season. Maybe I feel different about this if he misses all of
training camp, but if he makes it to any training camp this year, he’s good
to go.

Doug Martin

Sometimes you just have a guy that you think will be good, and then he
turns around and crushes that expectation in the best way possible. Last
year, that guy was Doug Martin. Martin was the number 2 fantasy
running back in 2012. The Muscle Hamster had 1,454 yards on
the ground, 472 yards through the air, 12 total touchdowns and,
amazingly, only 1 fumble. He’s the real deal, and with one year under his
belt, sky’s the limit. Coach Greg Schiano said that Martin “looks better
physically than he did as a rookie” and can “(take) his game to another
level” in 2013. Of course, there are always concerns that Josh
Freeman’s inaccuracy can hurt Martin’s chances for touches, as the Bucs
tend to abandon the run when behind. But Martin is still an every down
back that is a threat through the air, so he should see his share of
touches regardless (he had 71 targets in
2012). Also, the Buc’s already had a fairly deep offensive line in 2012,

and after obtaining Gabe Carimi from the Bears they’re going to have
even better depth in 2013. Meaning that regardless of injuries that
inevitably happen throughout the year, the Muscle Hamster can run left to
his heart’s content.
Truthfully, you could take any one of these three running backs number
one and be fairly safe. And what about Ray Rice
andMarshawn Lynch? Sure, great picks as well. But sometimes you
have to base your decision on what you know. And we all know that
“Knowing is Half the Battle.” Now where did I leave that splintered board
with the rusty nails on it…

By
Ha Kung Wong
@Rhihan
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3 comments:
Anonymous June 18, 2013 at 10:51 PM
Not sure what this article is supposed to say...seems like common
sense but its rare for anyone to draft the top three running backs of
last season since most fantasy leagues are 12 spot. Of course
everyone wants the thoroughbred from last season but how often
do you get the top recievers, qbs, rbs, defs, ie my point is DUH to
the article, little disapointed. thought it would have better advice
but again duh. And I think to win fantasy particularly in the post
season its all about pickups and adaptation and predicting the
performance of key players.... what would be interesting is the
statistics of common fantasy teams and the whole team vs the
other whole team, I think most teams can lose on any given
sunday but winning as an "underdog" comes from who to play.
Thats a little luck and alot of current sports knowledge. Drafting isnt
key its important but how you manage and how you pick up
throughout the season is winning the battle with well used up to
date knowledge. No one knows and so there is no knowing is half
the battle. Last season is last season. Brady has missed a season
and manning has missed a season. Runnings backs particularly
hard running ones miss games almost always if not whole
seasons. But all in all the Article was well written and touched base
with a 30 somthing year old but I feel the sports knowledge from
the author didn't come out... whats up? Top running backs from
last season? I think the author can do better.
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Hakung Wong June 19, 2013 at 6:08 PM
Hey there,
Appreciate the feedback! But in all honesty, I don't think
Doug Martin in the top 3 is a well established position.
Many have Lynch, Rice and even Brady and Rodgers
ahead of Martin. Nor do I think that Arian Foster is
getting as much love since the calf injury. I've seen
others have him slip down the rankings quickly based on

fear that he gets into a true time share with Ben Tate.
And I don't feel like any of the QB's or WR's deserve a
top three pick this year. Lots of people got burnt by
drafting Aaron Rodgers #1 overall last year, and of
course, everyone probably remember's Mathew Berry's
infamous drafting of Michael Vick number 1 overall two
years ago.
My point is that the workhorse RB is becoming a thing of
the past. We're going to get more and more RB by
committees since teams want to keep their RBs healthy.
But there's the semirare exception when a team gives
their primary RB 80%+ of the carries, which puts you at a
major advantage over someone who has part of a
committee. And although AD may seem "DUH", he did
come off a big ACL injury and performed above and
beyond. Reinjury is possible, and without Harvin around,
Patterson will need to slide in to take pressure out of the
box. Who knows how he'll mesh into the Vikings offense.
My message is "stay the course". RBs are still the
primary source of reliable, consistent fantasy points week
in and week out. QBs and WRs can be flashier, but WRs
are a lot less consistent, and I don't trust any QB in the
top 8 this year (though I think Rodgers will have a nice
bounce back year with Lacy and Franklin keeping
defensive frontlines and linebackers occupied on the
ground  making him a possible 810 pick in a 12 team
head to head standard scoring league).
Anyway, keep reading and I promise I'll get something
out there that'll meet your expectations! Yo Joe!

Hakung Wong June 19, 2013 at 6:13 PM
Oh, one more thing. If I wasn't clear, I didn't intend for
people to draft ALL THREE of these RBs. That would be
CRAZY!!
I meant that these should be the top three drafted
players in a 12 team head to head league. So, at best,
you'll get one. ;)
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